
 

 

Everybody fell silent. The sound of a pirate drum boomed through the 

caves. It got louder and louder with every beat. They were getting too 

close. 

 

“Will…will they find us again?” Rosie squeaked. “How do they know where 

we are?” 

 

All of a sudden, they heard a loud bark. It was Bonnie! The pirates had 

found her and had used her to find the group! 

 

Rosie gasped and turned to run in the direction of the bark but Caleb 

grabbed her arm before it was too late. 

 

“Everyone into the water!” whispered Caleb. “Bonnie will lose our smell if 

we swim deeper into the caves. We’ll find a way to save her later, but we 

have to leave right now!” 

 

Rosie turned back and started to cry. Kwisera was staring back into the 

darkness. Caleb was scared, but he got the others to jump into the water.  

 

“Swim!” 
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1. Which paragraph introduces Bonnie? 

2. Why did the fifth paragraph have to be started? 

3. What is the first word of paragraph 3? 

4. Which paragraph describes how Caleb is feeling? 
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